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ABSTRACT

In this work we present CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) observations of a pilot sample of 15 early-type
galaxies (ETGs) drawn from the MASSIVE galaxy survey, a volume-limited integral-field
spectroscopic study of the most massive ETGs (M∗ >∼ 1011.5M⊙) within 108 Mpc. These ob-
jects were selected because they showed signs of an interstellar medium and/or star formation.
A large amount of gas (>2×108 M⊙) is present in 10 out of 15 objects, and these galaxies have
gas fractions higher than expected based on extrapolation from lower mass samples. We tent-
atively interpret this as evidence that stellar mass loss and hot halo cooling may be starting
to play a role in fuelling the most massive galaxies. These MASSIVE ETGs seem to have
lower star-formation efficiencies (SFE=SFR/MH2) than spiral galaxies, but the SFEs derived
are consistent with being drawn from the same distribution found in other lower mass ETG
samples. This suggests that the SFE is not simply a function of stellar mass, but that local,
internal processes are more important for regulating star formation. Finally we used the CO
line profiles to investigate the high-mass end of the Tully-Fisher relation (TFR). We find that
there is a break in the slope of the TFR for ETGs at high masses (consistent with previous
studies). The strength of this break correlates with the stellar velocity dispersion of the host
galaxies, suggesting it is caused by additional baryonic mass being present in the centre of
massive ETGs. We speculate on the root cause of this change and its implications for galaxy
formation theories.

Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – ISM: molecules – galaxies: ISM – galax-
ies: evolution – galaxies: star formation – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics

1 Introduction

More than half of the stars in the Universe today are found in

elliptical galaxies, and yet their formation history remains myster-

ious, particularly at the high-mass end (e.g., Bernardi et al. 2007).

A large range of open questions remain in our attempts to under-

stand elliptical galaxy formation, including the connection between

black hole accretion and galaxy growth (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998;

Burkert & Silk 2001; McConnell & Ma 2013), the variation in stel-

lar initial mass function (IMF; e.g. van Dokkum & Conroy 2010;

Treu et al. 2010; Thomas et al. 2011; Cappellari et al. 2012), dark

matter fraction (e.g. Renzini & Ciotti 1993; Tortora et al. 2009;

⋆ E-mail: DavisT@cardiff.ac.uk

Thomas et al. 2009; Cappellari et al. 2013), and the late-time as-

sembly of galaxy outskirts (e.g. Naab et al. 2007; Tal et al. 2009;

Duc et al. 2015). Another longstanding issue in understanding the

evolution of the most massive galaxies is their lack of cold gas.

Stars lose mass back into the interstellar medium (ISM), and the

hot gas in massive halos usually has a short cooling time (e.g.

Canning et al. 2014; Negri et al. 2015), yet the majority of these

objects do not host large gas reservoirs. Evidence suggests that act-

ive galactic nuclei (AGN) prevent cooling flows in the most massive

galaxy clusters (e.g. Fabian 2012), and thus suppress the formation

of cold gas, but direct observational evidence for feedback in indi-

vidual massive galaxies is sparse.

ATLAS3D, a volume-limited survey of early-type galaxies

(ETGs) within 40 Mpc, mapped out the demographics and kinemat-

c© 2015 The Authors



2 Timothy A. Davis et al.

ics of cold gas in massive galaxies (Young et al. 2011; Davis et al.

2011a,b; Crocker et al. 2012; Serra et al. 2012; Young et al. 2014;

see also Welch & Sage 2003; Sage et al. 2007; Welch et al. 2010).

These authors detected CO emission in 22% of their sample ob-

jects, but showed that not all early-type galaxies are equally likely

to harbour cold gas – molecular gas appeared to be present only

in galaxies with some net rotation while the most massive, non-

rotating galaxies show no signs of molecular material. HI on the

other hand, was present in both galaxy types, suggesting it is not al-

ways linked to the growth of an inner stellar disc (Serra et al. 2014).

In field environments evidence is mounting that the cold gas

in ETGs has been acquired after the galaxy joined the red se-

quence, through minor merging or accretion of free-floating HI

(e.g. Sarzi et al. 2006; Davis et al. 2011b; Young et al. 2014). In

cluster environments such channels for acquiring cold gas are

greatly suppressed as mergers are rare and free-floating gas eas-

ily destroyed. The same also seems to be true in the most massive

ellipticals probed by ATLAS3D, which host hot gas halos that can

heat/destroy inflowing gas (Davis et al. 2011b). Despite this, the

detection rate and the typical mass of H2 found in ETGs does not

vary as a function of mass, or across a range of cluster/field envir-

onments (Young et al. 2011).

In recent years it has become clear that even at fixed gas frac-

tion, molecule-rich ETGs form stars less efficiently than normal

spirals, and very much less efficiently than starburst galaxies (see

e.g. Martig et al. 2009; Saintonge et al. 2011, 2012; Martig et al.

2013; Davis et al. 2014, 2015). As part of ATLAS3D, Davis et al.

(2014) found that the high-mass ETGs with relaxed molecular gas

reservoirs deeply embedded in the potential well were most likely

to show signs of a low star formation efficiency (SFE=SFR/MH2).

In all, ATLAS3D made important strides in advancing our un-

derstanding of the cold gas phase in ETGs. However, this survey

was limited by the small volume probed, and did not contain many

of the most massive, slowly rotating elliptical galaxies. We aim to

address this problem with MASSIVE, a survey of the ≈100 most

massive galaxies within 108 Mpc, using a combination of wide-

field and adaptive-optics-assisted integral field spectroscopy (IFS).

This volume-limited survey targets a distinct stellar mass range

(M∗ >∼ 1011.5 M⊙; MK <−25.3 mag) that has not been systematically

studied to date. Full details of this survey are presented in Ma et al.

(2014). In this work, Paper III of the MASSIVE survey, we present

a pilot study attempting to detect molecular gas in these high mass

galaxies. We describe IRAM-30m observations of a sample of 15

MASSIVE galaxies, and study their gas masses, star-formation ef-

ficiencies and circular velocities. In a future work this pilot survey

will be extended to give a full picture of the gas content in very

massive ETGs.

In Section 2 of this paper we present details of our sample

selection and the properties of the target objects. Section 3 details

the observation parameters and reduction. In Section 4 we present

our results, before concluding in Section 5.

2 Sample

In this work we study a sample of 15 galaxies from the

MASSIVE survey (Ma et al. 2014). We present new observations

of 11 ETGs, and include 4 detections from literature. MASSIVE is

a volume-limited, multi-wavelength, spectroscopic and photomet-

ric survey of the most massive galaxies in the local universe. The

full sample includes 116 galaxies in the northern sky with distance

D < 108 Mpc and absolute K-band magnitude MK <−25.3 mag,

corresponding to stellar masses M∗ >∼ 1011.5 M⊙. The MASSIVE sur-

vey volume is more than an order of magnitude larger than that

probed by ATLAS3D and there are only 6 overlapping galaxies

in the two surveys. Wide-field IFS data, taken using the Mitchell

Spectrograph (formerly called VIRUS-P; Hill et al. 2008) at Mc-

Donald Observatory, are being obtained for all objects in the

MASSIVE survey, enabling us to derive stellar and gas paramet-

ers (and study the galaxies stellar populations; Greene et al. 2015)

out to beyond ∼2 effective radii.

The objects in this paper form a pilot sample, selected to either

have optically obscuring dust visible in Hubble Space Telescope

imaging (which often goes hand in hand with the presence of a cold

ISM in ETGs; Alatalo et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2015), or to have

strong 22 µm emission, over and above that expected from circum-

stellar dust around old stars (see Davis et al. 2014). We add to this

sample 4 MASSIVE galaxies which have existing CO detections

in the literature (Ocaña Flaquer et al. 2010; O’Sullivan et al. 2015;

Young 2005). Table 1 contains the properties of all these objects,

and details the method used to select each object.

Selecting on these proxies for the presence of an ISM/star

formation means that this pilot sample is highly biased towards

gas-rich objects, and statistical comparison of these detections with

other samples is difficult. Despite this bias, with respect to some

other galaxy properties these objects are reasonably representative

of the parent sample. We do not sample the most massive objects,

but these are also relatively rare. Our objects all have MK >−25.95

mag while NGC4889, the highest mass galaxy in MASSIVE,

has MK=−26.64 mag. Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Mann-Whitney

U tests are unable to reject the null hypothesis that these objects

are drawn randomly from the parent MASSIVE sample in terms of

mass and velocity dispersion.

This subsample of objects does, however, seem to be some-

what biased in terms of shape. Over half of the sample objects have

ellipticities greater than 0.3, which is somewhat larger than the frac-

tion of such flattened objects in the sample as a whole (Ma et al.

2014). This may be evidence that our selection criteria lead us to

select the intrinsically flatter, fast rotating galaxies which have cent-

ral power-law cusps in their density profile, over the giant, cored

(possibly triaxial) slow rotators. Full exploration of this possibility

is left to a future work, once data is available to study the properties

of these objects in detail.

2.1 Inclinations

In later sections of this paper we require an estimate of the intrinsic

inclination of the galaxy, in order to de-project the observed CO

velocity widths and study the Tully-Fisher relation (TFR) of ETGs.

Davis et al. (2011a) studied in some detail different methods for

estimating inclinations in ETGs and the effect these have on the

derived TFR. Well-resolved kinematic observations of the gas it-

self provide the best inclination estimates. In the absence of such

data the morphology of dust lanes or the observed axial ratio of

the galaxy can be used to estimate the inclination. These proxies

add scatter to the derived TFR, but do not bias its best fit slope or

intercept.

In these objects we estimate the inclination using interfero-

metric imaging, the dust-lane morphology, or the galaxy axial ratio

where the other methods are not possible. NGC2320 is the only

sample galaxy which has been observed using aperture synthesis

techniques, providing an interferometric map of its CO distribution

which has been modelled in Young (2005). We use their model es-

timate of the galaxy inclination here.

Six of our objects have clear, regular dust lanes visible in op-

tical imaging. In these objects the dust lanes appear to have a flat,

intrinsically circular geometry, and thus ellipse fitting to the im-

MNRAS in press, 1–12 (2015)
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Table 1. Properties of the MASSIVE ETGs included in this pilot study

Name Distance inc MKs σ log10(L22,corr) SFR Selection Good inc?

(Mpc) (◦) (mag) (km s−1) (ergs s−1) (M⊙ yr−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

IC0310 77.5 27± 5 -25.35 230. 42.27± 0.05 0.33± 0.03 22µm -

NGC0665 74.6 34± 5 -25.51 190. 42.21± 0.05 0.29± 0.03 22µm X

NGC0708 69.0 42± 5 -25.65 230. < 41.89 < 0.15 Lit. -

NGC0997 90.4 34± 5 -25.40 260. 42.45± 0.05 0.47± 0.04 Dust X

NGC1132 97.6 45± 5 -25.70 246. 41.87± 0.05 0.14± 0.01 22µm -

NGC1167 70.2 29± 5 -25.64 204. 42.21± 0.05 0.29± 0.03 Lit. X

NGC1497 87.8 85± 5 -25.31 249. 42.67± 0.05 0.74± 0.07 Dust -

NGC1684 63.5 42± 5 -25.34 306. 42.29± 0.05 0.34± 0.03 22µm -

NGC2258 59.0 37± 5 -25.66 287. 41.49± 0.05 0.07± 0.01 Dust -

NGC2320 89.4 60± 7 -25.93 315. 42.18± 0.05 0.27± 0.02 Lit. X

NGC5208 105.0 69± 14 -25.61 252. 42.56± 0.05 0.58± 0.05 Dust X

NGC5252 103.8 64± 8 -25.32 196. 43.34± 0.05 2.86± 0.25 22µm X

NGC6482 61.4 42± 5 -25.60 322. < 41.94 < 0.17 Dust -

NGC7052 69.3 72± 5 -25.67 284. 42.15± 0.05 0.26± 0.02 Lit. X

NGC7556 103.0 44± 5 -25.83 268. 42.71± 0.05 0.81± 0.07 22µm -

Notes: Column 1 lists the name of each source. Column 2, 4 and 5 are the distance, Ks-band absolute magnitude and velocity dispersion,

all reproduced here from Ma et al. (2014). Column 3 contains the inclination, estimated as described in Section 2.1. Column 6 shows

the 22 µm luminosity of this source, after correction for the old stellar contribution as described in Section 2.2. Column 7 shows the

star formation rate derived from this luminosity, using the calibration of Calzetti et al. (2007). Column 8 lists the selection method used

to include this galaxy in our pilot sample (see Section 2). Column 9 shows objects where we were able to determine an inclination

from ellipse fitting to dust structures or by modelling resolved observations (see Section 2.1).

age yields an inclination directly from the axial ratio of the fitted

ellipse. We do not try to estimate inclinations from objects where

the dust is filamentary or patchy. Following Davis et al. (2011a)

we consider dust and interferometric inclinations to be relatively

robust, and indicate the objects with either of these inclination es-

timates available with a tick in Table 1.

Where no dust lane or interferometric observations of our

sources exist we estimate the galaxy inclination using the axial ra-

tios tabulated in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED).

These axial ratios cannot be simply converted into inclinations

due to the intrinsic shapes of early-type objects, which have large

bulges and thus a significant thickness. Following Davis et al.

(2011a) we correct the observed axis ratios using the following re-

lation

ib/a = cos−1



















√

q2 − q2
0

1 − q2
0



















, (1)

where q is the ratio of the semi-minor to the semi-major axis of

the galaxy, and q0 is the intrinsic axial ratio when the galaxy is

seen edge-on. Various lines of enquiry suggest a mean q0 value

of ≈0.34 for the objects which are CO detected in the ATLAS3D

sample (Weijmans et al. 2014). We use this axial ratio in this work.

We note that this value is only likely to be applicable if these

objects are scaled up versions of the ATLAS3D fast rotators (see

Weijmans et al. 2014), however if these objects are intrinsically

rounder (like the ATLAS3D slow rotators) this would bias our in-

clinations towards low values. The inclination errors quoted in

Table 1 do not take this intrinsic shape uncertainty into account,

and are simply estimated by propagating forward the reported er-

ror in the axial ratio, with a minimum assumed error of 5 degrees.

However, even in the most extreme case, where all of the objects

without good inclinations are actually observed edge-on, this does

not change the conclusions of this paper.

2.2 Star-formation rates

In order to estimate the star-formation rate (SFR) in these objects,

we make use of WISE (Wright et al. 2010) 22 µm data. Emission

at ≈20-25 µm traces warm dust, that is present around hot newly-

formed stars, in the ejected circumstellar material around hot old

stars, and in AGN torii. If one can correct for the emission from old

stars (in the absence of strong AGN), the ≈20-25 µm emission can

provide a sensitive estimate of the amount of obscured star forma-

tion in our systems.

Here we use 22 µm catalogue aperture magnitude values

(parameter w4gmag) from the WISE catalogue (Wright et al. 2010)

all sky data release. The aperture values are calculated using el-

liptical apertures defined from the position, size and inclination

of the galaxy from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS

Skrutskie et al. 2006) Extended Source Catalog (XSC; Jarrett et al.

2000), and enlarged by the WISE team to correct for the larger

point-spread function of the WISE satellite. See the WISE docu-

mentation† for full details of these magnitudes.

We correct the observed fluxes, subtracting the flux contrib-

uted from circumstellar emission around old stars using the pre-

scription described in detail in Davis et al. (2014). The corrected

22 µm luminosities we measure for each object (and the respect-

ive errors) are listed in Table 1 for our CO detected sample. Two

objects had fluxes low enough that we were unable to distinguish a

star formation related component from that expected from old stars,

and these are listed as upper limits in the table. We use the pre-

scription of Calzetti et al. (2007, which was benchmarked against

24µm SFRs in ETGs in Davis et al. 2014) to convert these 22 µm

luminosities into SFRs, and again list these in Table 1. This pre-

scription includes a correction factor that attempts to account for

the unobscured star formation not visible in the infrared. If our ob-

jects have larger fractions of unobscured star formation than typical

spirals then this could cause us to underestimate the SFR. This was

not found to be the case for the ETGs in the study of Davis et al.

† http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/ - accessed 20/05/15

MNRAS in press, 1–12 (2015)
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(2014), however, and so we do not expect this assumption to bias

our results.

3 IRAM-30m observations

The IRAM 30-m telescope at Pico Veleta, Spain, was used

between the 6th January and the 23rd March 2015 to ob-

serve CO emission in our sample galaxies (proposal 194-14, PI

Greene/Davis), as part of the hetrodyne pool. We aimed to sim-

ultaneously detect CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) (at rest-frequencies of

115.27 and 230.54 GHz respectively) in the 3mm and 1mm atmo-

spheric windows. The beam full width at half-maximum (FWHM)

of the IRAM-30m at the frequency of these lines is 21.′′3 and 10.′′7,

respectively. These beamsizes correspond to physical scales of

between 5.6 and 9.8 kpc at the frequency of CO(1-0), and between

2.8 and 4.9 kpc at the frequency of CO(2-1), given the varying dis-

tance to these sources. The Eight MIxer Receiver (EMIR) was used

for observations in the wobbler switching mode, with reference po-

sitions offset by ±100′′ in azimuth. The Fourier Transform Spectro-

graph (FTS) back-end gave an effective total bandwidth of ≈4 GHz

per window, and a raw spectral resolution of 200 kHz (≈0.6 km s−1

at 115GHz, ≈0.3 km s−1 at 230 GHz). The Wideband Line Multiple

Autocorrelator (WILMA) back-end was used simultaneously with

the FTS, and WILMA data were used at 230 GHz when possible to

avoid known issues with platforming in the FTS.

The system temperatures ranged between 152 and 235 K at

3 mm and between 230 and 270 K at 1 mm. The time on source

ranged from 38 to 96 min, being weather-dependent, and was inter-

actively adjusted by the pool observers to try and ensure detection

of molecular emission.

The individual ≈6 minute scans were inspected, and baselined,

using a zeroth-, first- or second-order polynomial, depending on the

scan. Scans with poor quality baselines or other problems were dis-

carded. The good scans were averaged together, weighted by the

inverse square of the system temperature. We consider emission

lines where the integrated intensity has greater than a 3σ signific-

ance (including the baseline uncertainty; Crocker et al. 2012) to be

detected.

Integrated intensities for each detected line in each galaxy

were computed by fitting a Gaussian profile in the CLASS pack-

age of GILDAS‡, and by summing the spectrum over the velocity.

Both methods produce consistent results, but as the observed profile

shapes are non-Gaussian, we here present the values derived from

the sum. We convert the spectra from the observed antenna temper-

ature (T∗a) into units of Janskies, utilising the point-source conver-

sion as tabulated on the IRAM website§. The resulting spectra for

the detected lines are shown in Figure 1, and the non-detections are

shown in Figure A1 in Appendix A. Table 2 lists the RMS noise

levels in each spectrum, the velocity width summed over, and the

line integrated intensities.

4 Results

4.1 Line detections

We detected line emission in six out of our eleven galaxies with a

signal-to-noise of >3 (see Figure 1). Table 2 lists the properties of

the detected lines. In each object we detect both the CO(1-0) and

CO(2-1) lines, and these are both consistent with having the same

systemic velocity as the galaxy itself.

‡ http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/ - accessed 14/01/13
§ http://www.iram.es/IRAMES/mainWiki/EmirforAstronomers - accessed

23/04/2013

The velocity width of a CO line in a galaxy depends both on

the rotation curve of the galaxy, and the relative extent of the emit-

ting components. The velocity linewidths found for our sources are

very high (up to 950 km s−1in NGC5208). We discuss this further

in Section 4.4 in the context of the CO Tully-Fisher relation (TFR;

e.g. Davis et al. 2011a).

Real velocity width differences between different CO trans-

itions may indicate that the emitting gas is concentrated differently

or that the smaller beam at higher frequencies is missing some gas.

The velocity widths of the detected lines in our target ETGs are

consistent within our errors in all cases, however the profile shapes

are observed to differ. The right column in Figure 1 shows this

clearly, overplotting the CO(2-1) spectrum in blue over the CO(2-

1) observation. In NGC5208 (and to a lesser extent in NGC1497)

the CO(2-1) spectrum is highly asymmetric, while the CO(1-0) is

not. While it is not possible to rule out differing intrinsic gas dis-

tributions, a far more likely explanation is that a small telescope

pointing error causes gas from one side of the object to be missed

in the smaller CO(2-1) beam, but to be included in the CO(1-0) ob-

servations. This allows us to roughly estimate that the size of the

gas reservoir should be >11′′, which corresponds to a physical size

of >4.9 kpc in NGC5208.

In principle, the ratio of the CO(1–0) and CO(2–1) lines can

be used to estimate the excitation temperature of the molecular gas,

but the significantly smaller beam size of the IRAM-30m at the

higher frequency of CO(2–1) acts as a systematic error in such a

measurement. Thus the line ratio we observe is affected by both

the excitation temperature and the spatial distribution of the gas. If

the observed CO emission were to fill the telescope beam at both

frequencies (and the CO is not sub-thermally excited) we would ex-

pect a line ratio of one (measured in main beam temperature units).

However, if the CO emission is compact compared to the beam

then the measured intensity in the CO(2–1) line should be larger

by up to a factor of 4 (as the beam at such frequencies covers a

4 times smaller area). In our objects the CO(2–1)/CO(1–0) main

beam temperature ratio ranges from 1.2 to 2.29. NGC5208 form-

ally has a lower ratio (0.78), but as argued above we expect to have

missed significant CO(2-1) flux in this object due to a slight point-

ing offset. In the remaining cases this ratio is less than 2.5, suggest-

ing the CO is reasonably extended, but still smaller than our 22′′

CO(1-0) beam. This is what one would expect, based on the typ-

ical gas extent found in ATLAS3D objects (Davis et al. 2013). The

measured line ratios thus give us confidence that we are not miss-

ing significant amounts of molecular emission from larger radii in

these objects, and thus the molecular masses derived below are ro-

bust. It should be noted however that sub-thermal excitation of CO

lines would decrease the intensity of the higher frequency transition

(e.g. Braine & Combes 1992), so a firm statement about the extent

of the gas is not possible without resolved data.

4.2 Gas masses

4.2.1 H2

We estimate H2 gas masses for our CO detections in the standard

manner, using the following equation

MH2
= 2mH

λ2

2kb

XCOD2
L

∫

S vδV, (2)

where mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom, λ is the wavelength, kb is

Boltzmann’s constant, DL is the luminosity distance,
∫

S vδV is the

integrated CO flux density and XCO is your CO-to-H2 conversion
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Figure 1. CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) IRAM-30m spectra (left and middle column, respectively) for our detected sample galaxies. The velocity on the x-axis is

plotted over ±1200km s−1 with respect to the rest-frequency of that line. The grey shaded region on the spectra denotes the detected line, and the dashed lines

show the ±1σ RMS level. The right column shows the line profiles over-plotted on one another (the CO(2-1) is a solid black line and CO(1-0) is a dashed blue

line), scaled arbitrarily to the same peak brightness.
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Table 2. Observational parameters and derived molecular gas masses for the sample ETGs

Name Peak1-0 RMS1-0 δchan
1-0

W1-0
20

∫

S ν δV1-0 Peak2-1 RMS2-1 δchan
2-1

W2-1
20

∫

S ν δV2-1 log10(MH2
)

(mJy) (mJy) (km s−1) (Jy km s−1) (mJy) (mJy) (km s−1) (Jy km s−1) (M⊙)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

IC0310 96.5 21.6 18. 380. 14.8± 1.8 334.6 46.9 5. 340. 43.9± 2.0 9.02± 0.05

NGC0665 94.8 20.4 16. 450. 23.0± 1.7 132.9 25.4 17. 490. 35.0± 2.3 9.18± 0.03

NGC0997 86.9 11.4 26. 560. 18.8± 1.4 227.5 34.8 6. 540. 42.6± 2.1 9.26± 0.03

NGC1132 – 7.7 52. – – – 13.2 52. – – < 8.61

NGC1497 45.3 10.5 36. 660. 13.8± 1.7 122.5 23.2 19. 660. 35.7± 2.6 9.10± 0.05

NGC1684 117.8 14.3 21. 820. 33.6± 1.8 256.0 30.6 5. 820. 74.8± 2.0 9.20± 0.02

NGC2258 – 13.1 52. – – – 15.8 52. – – < 8.81

NGC5208 54.7 7.7 18. 950. 23.7± 1.0 53.1 7.7 19. 950. 22.3± 1.1 9.49± 0.02

NGC5252 – 10.6 52. – – – 24.5 52. – – < 8.86

NGC6482 – 5.7 52. – – – 6.8 52. – – < 8.62

NGC7556 – 4.3 52. – – – 7.1 52. – – < 8.56

NGC0708 – – – 560. – – – – – – 8.83± 0.07

NGC1167 – – – 466. – – – – – – 8.52± 0.12

NGC2320 – – – 830. – – – – – – 8.41± 0.09

NGC7052 – – – 900. – – – – – – 9.63± 0.06

Notes: Column 1 lists the name of each source. Column 2 lists the peak CO(1-0) line flux for each object, and Column 3 the RMS noise reached in the

observation with a channel size as shown in Column 4. Column 5 shows the CO(1-0) linewidth at 20% of the peak intensity, and Column 6 the integrated

intensity of the CO(1-0) line. Columns 7-11 show the same properties as Columns 2-6, but derived from the CO(2-1) line. All these are in units of mJy

(converting these to an integrated line intensity in main beam temperature can be accomplished by dividing by a factor of 4.6 at 3mm and 5.95 at 1mm).

Dashes indicate sources where the lines were not detected. Column 12 shows the logarithm of the H2 mass for each source, derived using Equation 3. For the

non detected sources Column 12 lists the 3σ upper limit to the H2 mass derived assuming a 250 km s−1 velocity width for the line. Below the divider we list

H2 masses (converted using our assumed XCO) and W1-0
20

values for MASSIVE galaxies detected elsewhere in the literature. NGC0708 and NGC7052 were

detected by Ocaña Flaquer et al. (2010), NGC1167 by O’Sullivan et al. (2015) and NGC2320 by Young (2005).

factor of choice in units of K km s−1. For CO(1-0) this formula

reduces to

(

MH2

M⊙

)

= 1.18×108

(

XCO

3 × 1020 K km s−1

)

(

DL

100 Mpc

)2














∫

S vδV

Jy km s−1















.

(3)

Here we use a Galactic XCO factor of 3×1020 cm−2 (K km

s−1)−1 (Dickman et al. 1986). As these ETGs are massive, and mass

correlates positively with metallicity, such a value seems reason-

able. It is possible, however, that the gas in these galaxies has been

accreted from a low-metallicity source. In such a case we would be

underestimating the total gas mass. For non-detections we set upper

limits on their H2 mass using the 3σ RMS on the CO(1-0) spectrum

with 50 km s−1 channels, assuming a total velocity width of 250 km

s−1, to allow direct comparison to Young et al. 2011). The detected

MASSIVE objects all have larger velocity widths than this, and if

we assumed a velocity width of 500 km s−1 our upper limits would

increase by a factor of two.

We find that the galaxies newly observed in this work have H2

masses between 1×109 and 4.3×109 M⊙, while our 3σ upper limits

extend down to 3×108 M⊙. The value derived for each object is

listed in Table 2. These H2 masses are high, similar to the ISM mass

found in spiral galaxies like the Milky Way. The top panel of Figure

2 shows a comparison between the objects studied in this paper and

the molecular-rich ETGs from the ATLAS3D sample (Young et al.

2011).

Our sample galaxies are on average ≈4 times as distant as

the ATLAS3D objects, and hence we are only sensitive to relatively

high ISM masses (the upper limits also shown in Figure 2 illustrate

our detection limits, and can be compared to the grey dashed line

which is the completeness limit for ATLAS3D). In the (admittedly

small) range of gas masses where the two samples overlap, there

is slight evidence that the ISM masses present in these MASSIVE

ETGs could be higher than those found in ATLAS3D. For instance,

the median gas mass (for objects with >7×108 M⊙ of gas, where

both samples are complete) of detected ATLAS3D objects is 1×109

M⊙, while the median for MASSIVE is two times higher. Two of

our objects also have higher ISM masses than any of the objects

in ATLAS3D. However, our sample is small and biased towards

high gas masses, and in this overlapping region a Mann-Whitney

U test is unable to reject at more than 1σ the hypothesis that the

MASSIVE and ATLAS3D objects are drawn from the same under-

lying distribution of H2 masses.

If the amount of H2 in ETGs does not depend strongly on

stellar mass, then one would expect a weak negative correlation to

be present when one plots the molecular gas fraction (here simply

M2/M∗) versus stellar mass (as the typical amount of H2 does not

change, but the stellar mass increases, making the typical gas frac-

tion smaller). Such a weak trend is observed in the bottom panel

of Figure 2, where we plot the H2-mass to Ks-band luminosity ra-

tio (an observational proxy for gas fraction) against the Ks-band

luminosity (a proxy for stellar mass). Our objects are again at the

upper envelope of the correlation, which may be physical, or caused

by our biased sample selection.

4.2.2 HI

Three of the detected galaxies have existing HI mass measure-

ments from the compilation of Springob et al. (2005), and one has

been interferometrically mapped by Struve et al. (2010). We re-

calculated the inferred HI mass using our galaxy distances from

Table 1, and find NGC0665 has MHI = 1.0 ± 0.3 ×109 M⊙,

NGC1167 has MHI = 1.5 ± 0.1 ×1010 M⊙, NGC1497 has MHI

= 4.7 ± 1.5 ×108 M⊙ and NGC5208 has MHI = 2.7 ± 0.9 ×109 M⊙.

Using the molecular gas masses derived in the previous Section, we

find that these objects have H2-to-HI mass ratios of 1.4, 0.02, 2.6

and 1.1 respectively. With the exception of NGC1167 (which has a

very large, low density HI disc), this continues the trend seen in the

ATLAS3D survey that massive ETGs are often molecular gas dom-

inated (Serra et al. 2012), possibly because of their deep potential
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Figure 2. Top panel: The base-10 logarithm of the molecular gas masses for

the MASSIVE and ATLAS3D ETGs, plotted as a function of Ks-band mag-

nitude. Bottom panel: The base-10 logarithm of the H2-mass to Ks-band

luminosity ratio (an observational proxy for gas fraction) plotted against

the Ks-band magnitude. In both panels the MASSIVE objects are shown as

red points, while ATLAS3D galaxies are plotted in grey. The upper limits

from this paper are shown as red triangles. The completeness limit of the

ATLAS3D survey is shown as a grey dashed line in both figures.

wells and higher midplane hydrostatic-pressure (e.g. Wong & Blitz

2002).

4.3 Star formation

As discussed in the introduction, ETGs have relatively low star

formation efficiencies (star-formation rate per unit gas mass) when

compared to spiral and starburst galaxies (e.g. Saintonge et al.

2011; Davis et al. 2014). Some authors (e.g. Kohno et al. 2002;

Martig et al. 2009, 2013; Davis et al. 2014) have suggested this

suppression is dynamical in nature, and is related to the depth of the

potential well. Our objects, by construction, are the most massive

ETGs that exist locally, and thus it is interesting to see if such a

suppression is also visible here.

In order to estimate the star formation rate (SFR) in these ob-

jects, we make use of WISE (Wright et al. 2010) 22 µm data, as

described in Section 2.2. The derived star formation rates range

from 0.07 M⊙ yr−1 in NGC2258 to 2.8 M⊙ yr−1 in NGC 5252. The

star formation rate derived for NGC5252 is several times higher

than those from any other source. We note that NGC 5252 has a

strong Seyfert 2 AGN, and thus find it likely that emission from a

hot torus is artificially boosting the derived SFR in this source. Dis-

counting this galaxy the derived SFRs in detected galaxies are en-

tirely consistent with those derived for other populations of ETGs

studied in the literature (Combes et al. 2007; Saintonge et al. 2011;

Martig et al. 2013; Davis et al. 2014, 2015), with a median SFR

of 0.28 M⊙ yr−1. We note that any AGN contribution in the other

objects would make these SFRs upper limits (and hence our con-

clusions below remain robust).

We can estimate a stellar mass for these galaxies using

the K-band magnitude and assuming a K-band mass-to-light ra-

tio of one (a-priori reasonable for an old stellar population; e.g.

Bell & de Jong 2001). Using this mass, we find that these ob-

jects have specific star formation rates (sSFR=SFR/M∗) of between

1×10−11 and 2×10−13 yr−1. In Figure 3 one can see that, as expected,

these objects all fall below the low redshift “star-forming galaxy

main sequence” (e.g. Brinchmann et al. 2004). They lie at similar

sSFR as the ATLAS3D objects, in the quenched galaxy regime (con-

sistent with their red optical colours), despite some having star

formation rates as high as the Milky Way. Our MASSIVE ob-

jects appear to have significantly higher SFR than the most massive

ETGs in the ATLAS3D survey (e.g. those with stellar masses >1011

M⊙). This seems likely to arise because of our biased selection to-

wards high SFR objects, but this will be confirmed in future works.

We are unable to place our galaxies on the Kennicutt-Schmidt

relation (e.g. Kennicutt 1998), as we have no estimate of the size of

the star-forming region in these objects. We can however estimate

the star-formation efficiency (SFE). In what follows we define the

SFE as star-formation rate per unit molecular gas mass (SFR/MH2)

rather than total gas, because molecular gas is the phase which is

most closely linked to star formation (e.g. Bigiel et al. 2008). In-

cluding HI (where available) in our SFEs would make them smal-

ler (or equivalently, make depletion times longer). We note that the

preselection of our pilot sample objects, that predisposes them to

have large SFRs, should not effect study of the SFE as the normal-

isation by the molecular gas mass should minimise any bias.

Figure 4 shows the SFE in our CO detected galaxies (black

histogram), and the molecule-rich ATLAS3D ETGs (grey histo-

gram). Also shown (as a black line/grey bar) are the spiral galax-

ies of Kennicutt (1998), which have been found to have average

SFEs of ≈1.5×10−9 yr−1 (see also e.g. Bigiel et al. 2011). The typ-

ical SFE of our galaxies is substantially lower than found in spiral

objects, but overlaps with the distribution found in ATLAS3D. A

Mann-Whitney U test is unable to reject the hypothesis that the

MASSIVE and ATLAS3D objects are drawn from the same un-

derlying distribution. We note that if one were to neglect the cor-

rection for circumstellar emission, the star formation rates of our

sources would increase, but the average star formation efficiency

of these objects would still be lower than found in spiral galax-

ies. Overall we thus find evidence of star-formation suppression in

these MASSIVE galaxies. If star formation were to continue on in

a steady state at the same level as today, the gas reservoir in our

objects would take a median time of ≈4.6 Gyr to be depleted.

4.4 The CO Tully-Fisher relation

The Tully-Fisher relation (TFR; Tully & Fisher 1977) is a key scal-

ing relation for spiral galaxies. The underlying cause of this rela-

tion between the luminosity and rotational velocity is usually inter-

preted as the product of a relatively constant total (luminous plus

dark) mass-to-light ratio (M/L) in the local spiral galaxy popula-

tion (Gavazzi 1993; Zwaan et al. 1995), and hence a strong coup-

ling between the dark and luminous masses. Studying the slope

and zero-point of the TFR is thus also a powerful probe of the M/L

evolution of galaxies (e.g. Phillipps 1989; Sprayberry et al. 1995;

Bell & de Jong 2001).

The TFR of ETGs is also important, as the TFR is likely to

encode clues about their assembly and evolution. For example,

many authors have suggested that S0 galaxies have avoided vi-

olent interactions and are the faded descendants of high-redshift

spirals (e.g. Dressler 1980; Dressler et al. 1997). In this scen-

ario, galaxies become dimmer whilst keeping the same dynam-

ical mass, leading to an offset TFR. Recent analyses of ETGs

have suggested that both lenticular and elliptical galaxies do in-

deed have a measurable offset from the spiral TFR, of around 0.5 –
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Figure 3. Star formation rate versus stellar mass in our 10 detected

MASSIVE ETGs (red points) and in the ATLAS3D ETGs (black points).

The star formation rate ‘main-sequence’ of Salim et al. (2007) is shown as

a black line, while the dashed line indicates where objects lie an order of

magnitude below that relation.

Figure 4. Histogram of the star formation efficiency (SFE=SFR/MH2) in

our 10 detected MASSIVE ETGs (black histogram) and ATLAS3D ETGs

(grey shaded histogram). The average SFE of the spiral galaxies from

Kennicutt (1998) is also shown as a black vertical line, with a grey bar

showing the standard deviation of their SFEs around the mean.

1.5 mag at K band (Neistein et al. 1999; Magorrian & Ballantyne

2001; Gerhard et al. 2001; Bedregal et al. 2006; De Rijcke et al.

2007; Williams et al. 2010; Cortesi et al. 2013; Rawle et al. 2013;

den Heijer et al. 2015). Fading alone is not expected to fully ex-

plain this offset, however, suggesting size evolution of ETGs is also

needed (Williams et al. 2010).

The possibility of using CO linewidths to investigate the

TFR was first explored by Dickey & Kazes (1992) and this

method has since been used by various authors to investigate the

CO-TFR of spiral/irregular galaxies (e.g. Schoeniger & Sofue

1997; Schoniger & Sofue 1994; Schoeniger & Sofue 1997;

Tutui & Sofue 1997, 1999; Lavezzi & Dickey 1998; Tutui et al.

2001), quasars (Ho 2007), and ETGs (Davis et al. 2011a).

The TFR of these very massive galaxies is also interesting in

its own right. Some authors have suggested that there is a change in

the slope of the TFR for high-mass galaxies, brighter than an abso-

lute K-band magnitude of ≈-23.75 mag (Peletier & Willner 1993;

Verheijen 2001; Gerhard et al. 2001; Noordermeer & Verheijen

2007; De Rijcke et al. 2007). It has been suggested that this break

occurs because many massive galaxies have centrally peaked rota-

tion curves, which decline towards larger radii, whereas low-mass

galaxies have relatively flat circular velocity curves.

As molecular gas has a typical radial extent of 1-2 kpc in ETGs

(Davis et al. 2013), it primarily traces the inner parts of the poten-

tial (where dark matter is negligible) and hence is sensitive to the

inner mass profile shape. Davis et al. (2011a) found some tentat-

ive evidence of a break at high mass in the CO TFR of ATLAS3D

ETGs, but these objects seemed to show flat rotation curves (at least

at small radii). Here we use the objects from this paper to extend

the work of Davis et al. (2011a) to higher masses, in an attempt to

confirm or refute the presence of a break in the TFR.

In Figure 5 we plot the absolute Ks-band magnitude of our

objects, versus the measured velocity width at 20% of the peak

height (W20; essentially identical to the total velocity width in these

sources, because of their sharp edged double horn line profiles) for

the CO(1-0) line (red points). The velocity widths have been cor-

rected for the estimated galaxy inclination, as derived in Section

2.1. If the molecular gas is misaligned from the stellar body then

these estimates of the inclination will be incorrect. Using the data

we have available we suspect this may be the case in NGC1497

(as the dust lane visible in HST imaging is orientated along the op-

tical minor axis of the galaxy). Unless the potential of NGC1497

is symmetric, the gas will not rotate with the same circular speed,

and would not be expected to follow the TFR. We do not include

this object in the rest of the analysis in this Section, but including

it would not change our main results.

We also show in Figure 5 the lower-mass ETG objects from

the ‘hybrid’ sample of Davis et al. (2011a, where the best inclina-

tion method available has been used to de-project the line-widths

of every object) as black points. These authors used an identical

method to derive the TFR parameters. As a black dashed line we

show the spiral galaxy TFR from Tully & Pierce (2000) (derived

using HI linewidths). Clearly the ETGs are offset from this relation,

by ≈1 magnitude. The best fit to the black points from Davis et al.

(2011a) is shown as a black solid line. The MASSIVE galaxies lie

systematically to the right (towards dimmer magnitudes/faster ro-

tation) of the best fit for the Davis et al. (2011a) sample.

It is hard to say if the addition of these objects at higher mass

confirm that the TFR is a broken power law (as suggested by other

authors), or if the ETG TFR simply has a different slope from that

found for spiral galaxies. We here fit two models to the data. The

first is a single power law of the standard form:

MK = m

[

log10

(

W20 sin−1 i

km s−1

)

− 2.6

]

+ c, (4)

where m is the slope and c is the zero-point of the relation.

The second model is a broken power law, that exhibits the

following behaviour:

MK =

{

−8.38 x + c if W20 ≤ Wbreak

m2 x + f (m, c,Wbreak) if W20 > Wbreak
(5)

where x = log10

(

W20 sin−1 i

km s−1

)

− 2.6.

At less than some critical value (Wbreak) this function has a slope

fixed to that found by Davis et al. (2011a) with a free intercept.

Above this value a second power law with a free gradient is fit-

ted. The two power laws are constrained to meet at the threshold
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Figure 5. The CO Tully-Fisher relation for the 10 detected MASSIVE, and the ATLAS3DETGs. The logarithm of W20, the measured velocity width at 20%

of the peak height for the CO line (corrected for the galaxy inclination), is plotted as a function of absolute K-band magnitude. MASSIVE objects are shown

in red, while ATLAS3D ETGs are shown in black. The dashed black line shows the spiral galaxy TFR from Tully & Pierce (2000), while the solid black line

is the best fit for ETGs from Davis et al. (2011a). Our best fit single power law is shown as a red dashed line, while the best fit broken power law is shown in

blue.

value, meaning the intercept of the second power law is determ-

ined uniquely by Wbreak, m2 and c. We fit these two models to the

data using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach, that allows us to

obtain the full Bayesian posterior probability distribution for the fit-

ted parameters (which were all given flat priors). The marginalised

best fit parameters can be found in Table 3, along with the reduced

chi-square of the best fit. Note that both reduced chi-square values

are substantially greater than one, suggesting (as found by other

authors) that the TFR has an intrinsic scatter of 0.3-0.4 dex.

A broken power law model clearly fits our combined dataset

better than a single, shallow TFR, with a reduced chi-square (chi-

square per degree of freedom) that is somewhat lower. However,

as discussed in detail in Andrae et al. (2010) this does not on its

own mean that a broken TFR is the best physical model. Below

we present further evidence that this offset may be physical, and

speculate about its cause.

4.5 Potential causes of a broken TFR

At its heart, the Tully Fisher relation connects two different tracers

of the galaxy potential, one measured directly using dynamics, and

the other indirectly via stellar luminosity. As CO kinematics allow

us to only probe the inner regions of ETGs, where dark matter is ex-

pected to be negligible (see e.g. Cappellari et al. 2013), in order to

cause a break in the TFR one must change the baryonic component

of galaxies. One can:

(i) have a systematic bias in the observational quantities for high

mass objects

(ii) change the mass-to-light ratio of the stellar population

(M∗/L∗) in the MASSIVE objects, decreasing their luminosities,

while keeping their total mass the same.

(iii) decrease M∗/L∗ in the MASSIVE objects, while increasing

the total stellar mass of the galaxy

(iv) keep M∗/L∗ the same, but change the shape of the galaxy

potential in MASSIVE objects. Placing more mass at the galaxy

centre would increase W20 while holding the integrated luminosity

constant.

The first point, above, requires some systematic bias that af-

fects the measurement of W20 or MKs . In order for W20 to be be

biased, it would require the CO to be disturbed, the inclination to

be wrong, or that the CO systematically probes different parts of

the potential in the more massive ETGs. The regular line profiles

seen in Figure 1 argue strongly against the gas reservoirs of these

objects being systematically disturbed. A bias based on gas probing

different parts of the potential would require the CO to systemic-

ally reach the peak of the rotation curve in our MASSIVE sample

objects, but to fail to do so in lower mass objects. However, inter-

ferometric evidence presented in Davis et al. (2011a) show that the

CO reaches beyond the peak of the rotation curve in the vast ma-

jority of low mass ETGs, and thus we consider this explanation un-

likely. A systematic inclination error is possible, as more massive

ETGs tend to be rounder, meaning we would underestimate their

true inclination. However, in the objects where dust-lanes are vis-

ible (or resolved gas interferometry allows direct measures of the

gas inclination) we still observe an offset.

A systematic bias in the K-band photometry is possible, and

indeed various authors (e.g. Lauer et al. 2007; Schombert & Smith

2012) have argued that such a bias can exist for high-mass galaxies.

For the MASSIVE sample in particular, tests using deeper V-band

data revealed little bias in the selection of survey galaxies (Ma et al.

2014), and thus we do not expect problems in the photometry to be

substantially affecting the TFR we derive. Deeper K-band photo-

metry is, however, being collected as part of the survey, which will

firmly establish this at a future date.

As we are able to argue against an observational problem caus-

ing the offset TFR for high-mass ETGs, we below consider how to

distinguish if the M/L or the total mass is varying in our objects.
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In order to do this, we take advantage of another scaling relation

of ETGs, the Faber-Jackson relation (FJR; Faber & Jackson 1976).

The FJR connects the stellar velocity dispersion (σ; another dy-

namical tracer of the potential) with the luminosity of the galaxy.

If the mass distribution within massive ETGs changes system-

atically (either globally, or with more mass being placed at small

radii) this will increase the circular velocity (here traced using the

CO emitting gas) and the velocity dispersion of the stars in a similar

manner. In such a case the residuals around the TFR should correl-

ate with stellar velocity dispersion. However if the mass-to-light

ratio of the stellar population changes for some reason, without the

distribution and mass of stars being affected, then the mass profile

of the object would be unchanged and both W20 and σ will remain

the same.

In Figure 6 we show the velocity residuals around the best

fit TFR of Davis et al. (2011a), plotted as a function of stellar

velocity dispersion. Above a velocity dispersion of ≈200 km s−1

the residuals around the TFR appear to correlate with σ. For

ATLAS3D the velocity dispersion is measured uniformly using IFS

data over an aperture enclosing the effective radius of the galaxy.

However, for MASSIVE the IFS data is not yet available, and

we are forced to use in-homogenous literature values (as tabu-

lated in Ma et al. 2014). If we were to use the homogenous cent-

ral velocity dispersion values available for some of these objects

from van den Bosch et al. (2015), however, this would not change

our conclusions. Given these uncertainties, and the low number of

objects in this study this correlation is weak, with a Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient of -0.36 (which deviates from the null-

hypothesis by ≈1σ).

If real, a correlation between an individual galaxy’s velocity

dispersion and its offset from the TFR would imply that the offset

is physical in nature, and likely caused by a changing the amount of

mass in the central regions of the most massive ETGs. It is not pos-

sible to determine from this simple data if such a change is global

(and accompanied by a change in the stellar M/L in order to not

change the total luminosity of the objects) or local (the effect of

changing the mass profile in massive ETGs). In addition, we cau-

tion that other explanations are possible (e.g. the increased import-

ance of triaxiality in massive ETGs).

With further observations however, one should be able to

uniquely distinguish the cause of the offset seen in the TFR. For

instance, resolved observations of the gas discs, and/or IFS obser-

vations of the stellar kinematics in these objects will reveal the cir-

cular velocity profiles of these MASSIVE galaxies, allowing a dir-

ect determination of the inclination of the gas discs, and study of

M/L variations thorough stellar population analyses. If the offset

TFR is caused by a changing mass profile then the offset should

persist when one considers the total mass (baryonic) TFR, while if

the cause was a mass-to-light ratio variation then the offset would

be removed. We lack the stellar population information required to

accurately convert our K-band photometry to total stellar mass (and

have a lack of information on the HI content of these galaxies), and

hence postpone this analysis to a future work.

5 Discussion & Conclusions

In this work we study CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) observations

of 15 early-type galaxies in a previously unexplored mass range,

drawn from the MASSIVE survey (Ma et al. 2014). These objects

were selected because they showed signs of an ISM and/or star-

formation, and thus our detection rate is high (≈66%; 10/15). The

detected objects all have >2×108 M⊙ of molecular gas present (as-

Figure 6. The residuals around the CO TFR of Davis et al. (2011a) for the

ATLAS3D and MASSIVE galaxy sample, plotted as a function of the stellar

velocity dispersion. MASSIVE objects are shown in red, while ATLAS3D

ETGs are shown in black. For ATLAS3D the velocity dispersions are uni-

formly measured within an aperture of one effective radius (and are thus

true measures of σe). In MASSIVE we take the values available in the lit-

erature, as tabulated in Ma et al. (2014).

Table 3. Best fitting TFR parameters

Form m c log10(Wbreak) m2 χ2
red

(mag) (km s−1)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Single -7.21+0.17
−0.3

-23.11+0.03
−0.06

– – 3.95

Double – -23.19+0.09
−0.03

2.74+0.07
−0.03

-4.7+0.74
−0.85

2.85

Notes: The best parameters for a single power law, and double broken power

law relation (defined in Equations 4 and 5) fitted to the data shown in Figure

5. The errors shown are the marginalised 1σ uncertanties returned by the

MCMC fitting routine. The reduced chi-square (the chi-square per degree of

freedom) is shown in column 6.

suming a Galactic conversion between CO and H2 mass), and our

upper limits in the undetected objects reach a factor of 3 deeper.

Given the shallow nature of this pilot study, and the limited

number of objects, it is hard to draw strong conclusions about the

demographics of molecular gas in the most massive galaxies. In

the objects where gas reservoirs exist, we find that the amount of

molecular gas present is high, but are unable to fully reject the hy-

pothesis that the amount of molecular gas present is independent

of galaxy mass (as found for lower mass ETGs in previous works).

A molecular gas mass distribution which is independent of galaxy

mass has been interpreted as evidence that the supply of gas in

ETGs dominated by mergers (and accretion of HI stripped from

nearby galaxies in interactions), rather than gas returned to ISM

via stellar winds (stellar mass loss) or hot halo cooling (see e.g.

Davis et al. 2011b). The tentative evidence of a higher gas mass in

MASSIVE ETGs may reflect that stellar mass loss and cooling are

starting to play a role in the most massive ETGs. Further investiga-

tion of a more complete sample of massive ETGs is clearly needed,

however, to firmly determine the fate of stellar mass loss and cooled

material in massive galaxies.

Young et al. (2011) found that molecular gas was usually only
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present in fast-rotating ETGs. Given that the fraction of slow ro-

tators is significantly higher at high stellar mass (Emsellem et al.

2011), the parent MASSIVE sample should contain a reasonable

number of such objects. We currently lack the data to reliably de-

termine the kinematic classification of these pilot sample galaxies

individually. As the MASSIVE survey progresses, however, we will

be able to tell if the result of Young et al. (2011) holds, and all CO

detected objects are fast rotators, or if the ATLAS3D survey volume

simply did not contain enough slow rotators.

We investigated the star formation properties of the target

galaxies, using WISE 22 µm luminosities. After correction for the

old stellar contribution at 22 µm, we find that our objects have SFRs

between 0.07 and 2.8 M⊙ yr−1, with a median of 0.28 M⊙ yr−1,

typical of other ETG samples. The sSFR of these objects is low,

consistent with the red optical colours of the most massive ETGs.

As highlighted by Young et al. (2014) it is easy to hide significant

amounts of star formation in massive objects, whose colours will

remain dominated by the old stellar population.

These ETGs seem to have lower star-formation efficiencies

than spiral galaxies, and the SFE’s derived are consistent with being

drawn from the same distribution as those previously found in other

ETG samples. This suggests that the SFE is not simply a function of

stellar mass, but that more local, internal processes ongoing in the

galaxy are important to regulate star formation. These could be re-

lated to the stability of the gas in a steep potential (e.g. Kohno et al.

2002; Martig et al. 2009), related to local dynamical processes such

as shear (e.g. Davis et al. 2014), or more exotic in origin. Only with

resolved data will we be able to tell what is suppressing star form-

ation in these most massive ETGs.

Finally, we used our observed CO line profiles to investigate

the high mass end of the Tully-Fisher relation. Previous studies had

suggested that the TFR of ETGs is broken at an absolute K-band

magnitude of ≈-23.75 mag. We showed that these MASSIVE ETGs

do indeed lie offset from the best fit CO TFR fitted to lower mass

ETGs. Our best fit break happens at an absolute K-band magnitude

of ≈-24.4+0.21
−0.54

mag, consistent within 2σ with the break suggested

in previous studies. In absolute terms it is difficult to tell if the TFR

is broken, or simply shallower than previously thought. A weak

correlation observed between an individual galaxy’s stellar velocity

dispersion and its offset from the TFR, however, suggests that the

offset is physical in nature, and likely caused by additional mass in

the central parts of the most massive ETGs.

This supports the suggestion of Noordermeer & Verheijen

(2007) (revisited in den Heijer et al. 2015) that massive ETGs have

steep rotation curves, which peak and then fall at larger radii. Thus

integrated linewidths overestimate the true asymptotic halo velo-

city. The break in the TFR we observe here does not seem to sup-

port the suggestion that ETGs have a universal power-law slope

total mass density profile (as suggested by e.g. Cappellari et al.

2015), as in objects with universal density profiles the TFR offset

would be constant with stellar mass.

As we find evidence for an increased offset in our MASSIVE

ETGs, it is possible that high-mass ETGs have different formation

histories that lead to increased central luminous mass concentra-

tions (and a breakdown of the “disk-halo conspiracy”; Kent 1987;

Gavazzi et al. 2007). With further CO observations of massive

ETGs, and resolved studies (with e.g. the NOrthern Extended Mil-

limeter Array; NOEMA, or the Atacama Large Millimeter Array;

ALMA) will we be able to determine what is causing the offset in

these ETGs, if this persists in all objects of this class, and thus the

implications for galaxy formation theories.
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A CO non-detections
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Figure A1. CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) IRAM-30m spectra (left and middle column, respectively) for our non-detected sample galaxies. The velocity on the x-axis

is plotted over ±1200km s−1 with respect to the rest-frequency of the line at the redshift given in Table 1. The dashed lines show the ±1σ RMS level.
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